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KNIFE GATE VALVES

we make processes work

Nominal size  Series 200: DN50 - DN1200

   Pulp

   preventing sedimentation

Interflanged   WAFER type with through holes

     Series 300: DN50 - DN600

   Paper stock

Flange connection PN6 / PN10 / PN16 / Class 150 

   solid particles

Body design    

   LUG with threaded holes

Working temperature  Series 200: -10°C / +125°C   

   Aqueous suspensions containing

   Slurry handling
   Bulk materials
   Sand

Working pressure 2 bar / 4 bar / 6 bar / 10 bar

   Dust media

   Stock/Liquids in chemical industry    

Features Open design   

   Series 300: -10°C / +200°C

Working media  Waste water

   Mining suspensions
   Abrasive media

   Internal design of the seat

   Minimal pressure drops
   in piping system

   Excellent flow-rate parameters

   

   blocking knife gate valve closing

SERIESSERIES 
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KNIFE GATE 
VALVES SERIES 200    Czech Industrial Valve Manufacturer

Knife gate valves Series 200 are unidirec-
tional wafer/lug type knife gate valves ideal for 
installations handling liquids containing suspen-
ded solids and waste water (mining, chemical 
treatment, water treatment, etc.). 
a

a

Thanks to their small size and light weight, are 
especially useful in facilities with limited space. 
Long-life service of the product is secured as a 
circular blade bevel prevents excessive wear 
and clogging (leakage). The valve is reinforced 
with oversize top and bottom ends to ensure pro-
per sealing. Beveled knife hacks away fibrous 
particles, moving them towards a self-cleaning 
bottom area and rinsing them out of the saddle. 
a

§ slurry handling

§ mining industry 

a

a

Basic properties 

§ circular, total passage: enables a high flow 
 capacity with low load loss

ABO knife gate valves series 200 are ideal for 
instalations handling liquids which contain 
suspended solid and waste water. They are used 
in following applications:

§ chemical industry
§ waste water treatment
§ pulp and paper industry

The valve can be manufactured with bonnets 
which provide for total water tightness towards 
the outside environment, thereby reducing the 
maintenance of the packing gland.

§ bulk materials conveying

§ knife goes throught the sealing area

§ gate with rounded edges: prolongs the wor-
 king life of the rings and packing

§ undirecitional knife gate valve with rising 
 stem and one-piece body

§ seating wedges help the knife to close 
 against the body and seat

§ high flow rate with low pressure drops

§ recommended for water with a maximum 
 5% concentration of solid particles
§ can be combined with various kinds of dri-
 ves and actuators (handwheel, electric, 
 pneumatic actuator, etc)

§ directional arrow in the body points the cor-
 rect mounting position

§ internal design avoids any build up of solids 
 that would prevent the valve from closing

Type designation 

2   1    0   B   100  5     Actuation
1 - handlever
2 - handwheel
3 - gearbox
4 - pneumatic actuator
5 - electric actuator
a

Nominal size (DN)
a

Body type
B - WAFER
T - LUG
a

Seat material *)
1 - NBR
2 - EPDM
4 - Viton
a

Body & knife material
1 - Body: grey cast iron 0.6025 (GG25)
    Knife: stainless steel 1.4306 (AISI 304 L)a

2 - Body: stainless steel 1.4408 (CF8M)
    Knife: stainless steel 1.4404 (AISI 316 L) a
a

Series name
Series 200

 

              ISO 5208, Class A*) 
Leak test            EN 12266-1, Class A*) 

Marking              EN 19

              API 598, Tab. 5

              DIN 2566  
flanges             DIN 2632
Connection between         EN 1092-1                

              *) for soft seated version

Standards 

B
WAFER
DESIGN

T
LUG

DESIGN

Models 

*) other materials
    upon request



DESIGN ADVANTAGES
- SERIES 200
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§ the solid iron body of ABO Series 200 
 knife gate valves has been designed to 
 handle mechanical wear, and thus to 
 provide for a durable solution in severe 
 service conditions.

1.  Interchangeable drives 

3.  Minimal pressure drops

2.  Solid, durable body casting  

§ a specially profiled body on the internal 
part prevents pressure drops with high 
media velocity.

§ manual actuation is conducted through 
 a handwheel. Also can be combined 
 with a wide range of pneumatic and 
 electric actuators.

§ state of the art machining, as well as 
precise casting technology of individual 
components, results in a perfect shut-
off and guarantees class A tightness

4.  Connection betwen flanges

§ Bi-directional seal available 

7.  Excellent tightness

6.  Seat option
§ multiple seat options available. Please 

refer to pages 4 and 5.

5. Simple seat replacement
§ the sealing design backed by the rein-

forcement ring allows for an easy and 
quick replacement of the sealing ele-
ments.

§ as standard, connection between flan-
ges is designed as per EN 1092. Howe-
ver, the body design allows for variable 
connection options as per other norms.

1

2

3

4

6

5

7
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SEATS 
/ SURFACE TREATMENT    Czech Industrial Valve Manufacturer

Seats  options
EPDM  

NBR

§ ABO EDPM seat is suitable for appli-
cation with temperatures ranging from            
-25°C to +125°C. EPDM has excellent 
resistance to heat, ozone and sunlight, ve-
ry good flexibility at low temperature, good 
resistance to alkalis, acids and oxygenated 
solvents. It has poor resistance to oil, gaso-
line and hydrocarbon based solvents. Typi-
cal applications for this material are clean 
water and waste water service, pulp and 
paper, or applications in the sugar refining 
industry.
a

§ ABO NBR seat is suitable for applica-
tions with temperatures ranging from            
-10°C to +90°C. NBR has very good re-
sistance to oil, gasoline, alkalis and acids, 
as well as to hydrocarbon based solvents. 
NBR has inferior resistance to ozone and 
oxygenated solvents, as well as to high po-
lar solvents. Typical applications for this 
material is water contaminated with oils or 
grease.

a

Rilsan (Nylon 11) coating, providing superb 
corrosion resistance, is an option on selec-
ted valve components. This coating option 
is recommended for applications such as 
seawater, cement, food or water service 
contaminated with chemicals.

Halar coating provides for high impact 
strength, resistance to wide range of che-
micals, acids and also severe corrosion 
and friction. Further, Halar coating is a sui-
table solution for cryogenic applications. 

Coating provides superior protection in sea 
water environment. The coating is desig-
ned for bodies exposed to high humidity or 
other very arduous climate conditions. It is 
highly resistant to acid and solvent vapours 
and sprinkles, common and salt water.  

Rilsan coating

Inter Zone 954

Možnosti těsnění

Halar coating

Body surface treatment 

VITON 

a

Možnosti těsnění

ABO standard coating option (RAL 5015) is 
premium quality epoxy grade C2 coating 
with minimal thickness of 80 microns 
(EN12904-1).

Epoxy coating 

c

§ ABO VITON seat is suitable for applica-
tions with temperatures ranging from            
-25°C to +150°C. VITON has very good re-
sistance to ozone and sunlight, is compa-
tible with a broad spectrum of chemicals, 
salts solutions and may be used on blea-
ched paper lines. ABO VITON has very good 
resistance to alkalis and acids. It is not 
suitable for steam or hot water service.

Marine coating
Marine coating for highly abrasive media, 
especially in marine environment, is an 
option. Grades C3, C4 and C5 are availab-
le.

Clean water treatment application

Sewage water treatment application



SEAT 
OPTIONS
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1. Soft seat

Standard soft seat design suitable for water service, and for liquids with a maximum solid con-
centration of 5 % (Class A tightness rate).

3. Soft seat with deflecting cone 15°

Soft seat design with a deflecting cone of 15º as accessory. This solution is particularly suitable for 
fluids with larger solid particles whereby damage of the body/internals can occur.

5. Soft seat with scraper 8°

Soft seat design with reinforced sealing ring of 8º in casted material securing a higher degree of 
protection for the seating element. This solution is used for medias with high velocity or higher 
pressure. This solution is used for pulp with solids or staples, or meat factories with bone particles.

7. Bidirectional seat

Standard soft seat bidirectional design with a flat fixing ring and a scraper. This solution is 
suitable for water and sewage service whereby a reversed flow of the media can occur.

2. Metal seat

Metal seat design (knife closes against the body directly) with maintenance-free seat. This solution 
is suitable for usage in bulk handling applications, such as solids, powders and sands. Not suitable 
for water and liquids applications.

4. Metal seat with deflecting cone 15°

Metal seat design with a deflecting cone of 15º as accessory. This solution is particularly suitable for 
solid or powder media with larger solid particles whereby damage of the body/internals can occur.

6. Soft seat with deflecting cone 15° and scraper 8°

Soft seat design with reinforced sealing ring of 8º and a deflecting cone of 15º as accessory. This 
solution gives more protection to the internals parts thanks to the cone (restriction of bore), and is 
suitable in severe abrasive service such as mining service, whereby water with slurries or sand is 
present.

8. Bidirectional reinforced seat

Soft seat bidirectional design with reinforced sealing ring of 8º in casted material secures a higher 
degree of protection of the seating element. This solution is used for medias with high velocity or 
higher pressure, and in situations whereby a reversed flow of the media can occur.
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KNIFE GATE 
VALVES SERIES 300    Czech Industrial Valve Manufacturer

§ slurry handling

§ can be combined with various kinds of 
 actuators (handwheel, electric actua-
 tor, pneumatic actuator,  etc)

§ waste water treatment

§ chemical industry

§ circular, total passage: enables a high 
 flow capacity with low load loss

§ mining industry 

§ sided seal - seal and support ring on 
 both sides 

§ bidirectional design with two-piece bo-
 dy with rising stem
§ knife goes throught the sealing area

a

§ pulp and paper industry

Basic properties 

§ through the gate - in the open position 
 there are not places that restrict the 
 flow

ABO knife gate valves series 300 are ideal 
for instalations handling liquids which con-
tain suspended solid and waste water. 
They are used in following applications:
a

a

Knife gate valves Series 300 are the 
most common of the so-called through 
conduit valves. Series ABO 300 is a wafer 
type bidirectional valve which is ideal for 
installations handling large solids, very 
viscous fluids, sludge and highly concent-
rated slurry (mining, paper industry, 
cement industry, etc.). The main characte-
ristic of the blade is that it passes through 
the entire length of the body. A round outlet 
is machined in the middle of each blade. 
This outlet, while falling with identical 
outlet on the valve body, allows for ma-
ximum direct flow of the medium. Thus, 
while being in open position, the valve 
essentially becomes part of the piping (lea-
ding to dead zones elimination). 

Type designation  

3   1    0   B   100  5     Actuation
1 - handlever
2 - handwheel
3 - gearbox
4 - pneumatic actuator
5 - electric actuator
a

Nominal size (DN)
a

Body type
B - WAFER
a

Seat material *)
1 - NBR
2 - EPDM
4 - Viton
a

Body & knife material
1 - Body: grey cast iron 0.6025 (GG25)
    Knife: stainless steel 1.4306 (AISI 304 L)a

2 - Body: stainless steel 1.4408 (CF8M)
    Knife: stainless steel 1.4404 (AISI 316 L) a
a

Series name
Series 300

 

Marking              EN 19

              ISO 5208, Class A*) 
              API 598, Tab. 5

flanges

Leak test            EN 12266-1, Class A*) 

Connection between         EN 1092-1              

              *) for soft seated version

Standards  

B
WAFER
DESIGN

Body
type 

Working
conditions

Working pressure max.

DN50-DN250:      10 bar

 DN300-DN400:      6 bar

Temperature rating 

- 25°C do +125°C  (EPDM)

- 10°C do +90°C    (NBR)

 DN500-DN600:      4 bar - 25°C do +150°C  (Viton)

*) other materials
    upon request
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5.  Bidirectional sealing
§ state of the art machining, as well as 

precise casting technology of individual 
components, results in a perfect shut-
off and guarantees class A tightness.

 Bi-directional tightness

2.  Robust body casting  

§ as standard, connection between 
flanges is designed as per EN 1092. 
However, the body design allows for 
variable connection options as per 
other norms.

4. Profiled body shape
§ a specially designed internal body sha-

pe prevents particles from entering into 
the sealing area and thus potentially 
decreasing the functionality of the val-
ve.

6.  Excellent 

3.  Connection between flanges

§ a two-piece body design allows for an 
 easy replacement of internal compo-
 nents.

§ in order to avoid leakage while moving 
the knife, packing has been installed in 
the upper as well as the lower part of 
the body. The packing system is further 
reinforced by metal rings and counter-
flangers. "Metal-Metal" design is not bi-
directionally tight , nor "A" class tight-
ness.

1.  Interchangeable drives 
§ manual actuation is conducted through 
 a handwheel. Also can be combined 
 with a wide range of pneumatic and 
 electric actuators. 

1

2

3

4

6

5

DESIGN ADVANTAGES
- SERIES 300
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